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Keeping History Current

Promise of Spring Time
Kleskun Hills Crocus and February Pussy Willows

Events
The winter has passed without an opportunity to get together to enjoy in-person events, which
would have included coffee, tea, and cookies of course.
However things are looking up. Two events are shown in the posters on the following page, and
two more are being planned.
They are:




Stay tuned.
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Currently Available: A video presentation on the Cold War Experiences in the Peace
Country
April 5th: In cooperation with the Grande Prairie and District Branch of the Alberta
Genealogical Society, an in-person presentation on George Dawson’s 1879 Survey of the
Peace.
TBA: A presentation on the completion of the Land Settlement Data Base in which we
shared costs.
TBA: A tour of the Kleskun Lake Ranch
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Warming Up to the Cold War
The Peace Country Experience

The Peace Country Historical Society is pleased to present a video on the Cold War
experiences in the Peace Country. The video tells the story of a forgotten radar line that ran
through the region, and the planning efforts made to survive, should the worst happen.
The video can be found by searching on YouTube for Peace Country Historical Society, then
scrolling to look for the title above. Alternatively, go to the pc-hs.ca webpage and find a link
to the video there.
___________________________________________________________________________

The Grande Prairie and District Branch
of the Alberta Genealogical Society
In cooperation with

The Peace Country Historical Society and the Grande Prairie
Public Library
Invite you to a free public presentation
By Mr. Pat Wearmouth

George Dawson:
Surveys of the South
Peace - 1879
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When: April 5, 2022
Location: Rotary Community Room
Grande Prairie Public Library
Time: 6:00 pm
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Mr. Wearmouth is President of
The Peace Country Historical Society.
He is a retired forester with a strong interest in the
history of the Peace River Country.

President’s Message
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Greetings to You All;
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This is the Spring edition of our Newsletter. The
first edition of our twelfth year as a Society.

Event Posters ……………………………………………2

The second is that we will be able to hold our
Annual General Meetings much nearer our
springtime year end without fear of winter
weather disrupting attendance.
This edition contains remembrances of winter
pastimes, and an article on a sawmill camp. As
well, building on an article from our last
newsletter, we continue to follow the story of
families that came to the Peace Country in
1924.
Regards
Pat Wearmouth
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Notice of Dues


Many PCHS members will have their
membership fees being due on April
1st, 2022.
 The Historical Society of Alberta has a
policy on membership dues. Members
will be reminded to renew after three
months, and removed from
membership after six months if no
renewal is forthcoming. The Society
keeps the master membership list,
and receives dues on our behalf.
 Please go their website,
www.albertahistory.org,
OR
phone their office at (403) 261-3662
for details on your due date, and the
categories and amount of dues and
subscriptions
.
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April 1st will be the start of our new fiscal year,
as given in our recently revised bylaws. This will
result in at least two positive things. The first is
that our year end will align with the Historical
Society of Alberta and the Government of
Alberta. We will no longer have to add or
subtract months when reporting to them.

President’s Message …………………………………3
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The ravens have been sweet talking their
mates for the last month. The snow is receding
and there is some certainty that spring will
arrive.

Peace Country Historical Society
Vision: To encourage the appreciation of the
history of the Peace Country.
Mandate: The mandated area of the Peace
Country Historical Society is the northwest
region of Alberta

What We Can Offer


A chance to help set direction for our
Peace Country Chapter at membership
meetings or by other communication
means.



A chance to learn about Peace Country
history during presentations and tours,
through Facebook, the Newsletter, the
Website, and at membership meetings.



A chance to meet other people who
enjoy history.



A chance to contribute as a volunteer
in various projects that we carry out.



A chance to advocate for the history of
our area,



We hope that you choose to continue
with, or join our Society.

Board of Directors
Pat Wearmouth –President
Duff Crerar - Vice- President
Susan K. Thomson – Treasurer
Charles Taws – Secretary
David Leonard – Director
David Rhody – Director
Al Bromling – Director
Ron Thoreson – Director
Doug Spry – Acting Director
PCHS Committee Chairs
Irene Nicolson – Phoning
Susan Thomson – Heritage Fair, Education Kits
David Leonard – Advocacy & Land Settlement
Pat Wearmouth – Newsletter/Web presence
Charles Taws – Historic Plaque Placements
Janet Peterson – Information Table
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Contact Us
Newsletter editor:
Pat Wearmouth
wearmo@telus.net
587-298-8500

Winter Pastimes

Men’s hockey, Women’s hockey, Women’s curling, Ski jumping
Photos courtesy South Peace Regional Archives

The previous edition of the Newsletter pointed out that once the Christmas holiday season was
over, there was still at least three months of the Peace Country winter left to enjoy or endure,
depending on your perspective. We wondered what our members did in order to help pass the
time. As it turns out, it was quite a lot.
Hockey: played with boots on the street, or with skates on back yard rinks, sloughs, ponds,
lakes, and in arenas. Sealer rings holding up magazines or catalogues to protect the knees.
Men’s and women’s teams played the game.
Skating: done on the same ice, but minus the equipment.
Figure Skating: Amateur and professional shows. Endless practices to perform with grace under
pressure.
Curling: The swish or the slap of the corn brooms. The players wore tartan. Bonspiels were
held in various communities, a chance to reacquaint with friends.
Tobogganing: almost any hill would do. It’s a free ride until you have to go up again.
Skiing: cross country, downhill, and most dramatically, ski jumping in the Bear Creek valley.

Cribbage: playing cribbage at the kitchen table with Grandpa. What to discard?
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Dancing: on a Saturday night in your community or a neighboring one. And square dancing
clubs that danced five miles a night all across the Peace, perhaps Demmitt being one of the best
known.
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Snow forts: build on either side of the road for snowball fights. Or dig amazing tunnels in
roadside snow banks, and worry your Mom.

Bridge: Many clubs and tournaments in the Peace. It seemed like serious business.
Music: Many festivals with local choirs and bands. The University of Alberta choirs, by
passenger train to the Peace Country and into billets.
Reading: Community libraries, travelling libraries, and the Grande Prairie Book Club that was
founded in 1939 and still carries on after 83 years.
The pastimes were not that different from other Canadian experiences, as Charles explains in
his story below.

Winter Memories
Charles Taws
I moved to Grande Prairie at the end of 2015. Coming from Ontario, I expected very cold
winters (much like we’ve had in 2021-22). However, my first two winters here were very mild
and not too far off a normal Ontario winter. That changed in subsequent years when the
thermometer dipped below the minus 50 mark. A friend showed me that if you take a cup of
boiling water and throw it outside, at those temperatures, the water freezes in mid-air!
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The piles of snow on the side of the road towered over us kids. I bet they were over 8 feet high
in many places. We’d construct elaborate forts with tunnels and secret chambers. One on
particularly snowy year my brother Gordon was able to carve out a two-story fort in the snow
drift. Eventually the upper level caved in on the lower and he had to be dug out. On the roads,
the piles of snow created a kind of a canyon. One time I was walking home and saw a
snowplow coming towards me. I couldn’t see any way it could get by me as the roadway was
narrowed by the snow. It kept getting closer and closer, so I ran back the way I came, ducked
down another street and walked home a different way that day. I wonder if the plow operator
laughed or breathed a sigh of relief that day.
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I am not a novice to cold weather as I spent my earliest years in Montreal. One year the snow
caused us to miss so much school that when spring came, we had to stay a half an hour later
every day to make up the lost time. I remember my older brothers used to get up at 4am to
start shoveling the driveway so our Dad could get to work. We had a carport that was about 12
feet tall. Sometimes my Dad would hire a truck with a plow to clear our driveway. He did this
by running the truck up the driveway and pushing the snow through the carport and out the
back end. One year we had so much snow we could scamper up the snow and get on top of the
carport roof.

The snow was great for sledding. We started out with the traditional wooden sled but later got
those plastic flexible carpets which seemed to work just as well. We also got a toboggan. For
some reason my Dad wrote all our names on it including the dog’s. It was always nice to see
the names every winter when we took it out.
In Quebec maple syrup production is a big business and many farms have a sugar shack to
supplement their income. I remember going to one that had the ruins of an ancient stone
windmill. I bet it went back to the 1700s! We would get a square wooden box, open at the top.
It had been filled with snow. They drizzled the maple syrup on the snow and then we would roll
it up on sticks to make a kind of maple lollypop.
To get to school we’d have to wear snow suits and big brown rubber boots. I think they were
hand-me-downs from my older brothers. They had buckles on the side to tighten them up.
Now, if your old enough to know the difference between your right and left foot, no problem,
the buckles are on the outside. But, to us, in kindergarten, we would put them on the wrong
way, with buckles on the inside, invariably tripping while running through the snow as the
buckles caught each other. That’s one way to learn your left and right.
Working
In addition to of the winter months, there was work to be done. The Peace Country for many
years was a rural society. When farming was done for the year, there were still animals to care
for, but time was often available for seasonal work. Employment in trapping, coal mining, and
in later years, the oil patch were all possibilities. But for many years, the biggest seasonal
employer was the forest industry. There were hundreds of mills scattered through the region.
They were at their busiest during the winter. Labour was available as the farm work diminished,
and access to the forest was possible because the ground was frozen.
The following article, titled “Moon’s Mill” was written by Wanda Zenner. It describes one of the
larger forest industry camps in the area.
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This article was previously been published in a 2015 edition of the Forest History Association of
Alberta’s magazine. Thanks to Wanda for permission to publish it here.
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They Fled Russia to Find Their Peace
The Saint Pokrovsky Old Greek Orthodox Church
Ron Thoreson

A wintery day photo of the Devale Orthodox church from our previous newsletter posed a
question about a confusing identity in the early effort to establish that church in 1929. The
search for answers led to another wintery scene, shown above, and continues the inspiring
stories of survival against great odds.
As a driving force in seeking funds and workers for the Devale project, a church document
noted “Fred’ Nasedkin’s work and involvement. However, according to the wife of the youngest
son of Peter Nasedkin, the family never included anyone by that name, and Peter himself was
undoubtedly that person misidentified.
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Other Russian families from Homeglen also chose the Peace region and made a similar new
start at the same time near the communities of Hines Creek and Gage. Hit hard by the market
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The families that escaped persecution in Russia via Harbin in 1924 arrived in Canada but
endured poor conditions for farming at the original settlement area at Homeglen. As one of a
group of families that chose to move further north, Peter Nasedkin moved his family to a
homestead in the Spirit River area in 1928, where he was soon working to organize a church.

crash in grain prices in 1930, Peter Nasedkin moved his family from his initial homestead near
Spirit River to one at Gage, where the community of other Russian-speaking families from
Homeglen provided the added support of people who shared a common exodus, faith, and
spoken language.
Near Gage was the small town of Hines Creek with a similar number of Russian families who
had left Homeglen at the same time. As the two groups of newly arrived settlers became
established in the north, the need for a church and a cemetery drove both to plan and begin to
build. Cemeteries in both locations were established, but an Old Greek Orthodox church in
Gage was never completed.
The St. Pokrovsky Greek Orthodox Church at Hines Creek, on its completion in 1935, served the
faithful of both communities, and that history of the Russian emigree group is covered in great
detail by Polly Sidoroff Elder in her book All This Shall Pass.
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The church was a proud achievement of the Hines Creek families, though a year late to serve as
a location for the 1934 triple wedding of three Nasedkin daughters to sons of three Russian
families. Held in the largest family home available, the celebration lasted for a week.
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The extensive pictorial and print article by Glen Bowe in collaboration with Polly, with excerpts
from her book and detailed references, grew from his passion for photography, followed by
researching the stories behind structures he has found in the lesser-traveled byways of western
Canada. For continuity, open and enjoy his article with this link A Very Unusual Church – Glen's
Travels (home.blog)

The last wedding ceremony held in the church was in 1946, with the double wedding of Victor
Nasedkin to Jenny Polukoshko, and Zoya Nasedkin to Nick Andruff. During and after WWII, the
sons and daughters of the older generation continued to seek their fortunes in a variety of
occupations and often distant locations that left the church with vastly decreased numbers in
the congregation.
At the wedding, Peter presented his youngest son Victor with the ornate inscribed brass cross
pictured, and it remains with the family. Brought from Russia, Peter may have hoped it would
be placed in a church in Gage, but that building was
never realized. The cross was of a size that would be used in the Old Greek Orthodox ceremony
of The Exaltation of the Holy Cross,
each September 14th.
An inscription on the back of the
cross, in Old Church Slavonic
characters, is a hymn of early Greek
origin that
proclaims and celebrates:
The Cross - protector of the whole
world,
The Cross - beauty of the Church,
The Cross - ruler of states,
The Cross - glory of angels,
The Cross - plague of demons,
The Cross - establisher of the faithful.
For a very short (1minute 40 seconds) view of portions of such a ceremony using still photos
accompanied by some audio of the hymn, there is an example here: Exaltation of the Holy
Cross
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In the early years, many settlers in our region came from eastern Europe. These included areas
where the Russian language was mandated, a result of shifting national borders, or part of early
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Sometimes our study of the history of a place, a family, and a people is overtaken by events
that affect not just those currently living, but generations yet to come. The misfortune of those
forced by circumstances to flee their homeland is sometimes doubled, when their language and
customs become suspect in their new land of refuge. Though victims of a force that oppressed
them, they can often be mistakenly identified as being allied with their abusers when in their
new host country, especially when there is active conflict.

religious rituals. Others came from central Russia itself, but that did not in any way ally them
with a Bolshevik regime that was dispossessing, imprisoning, or executing people. They chose
to flee to save their families, and our country is made stronger by their courage.
Those of us in current generations, whose forbearers fled to safety from similar circumstances,
can repay our debt to them and honour their memory by never confusing the identity of true
victims with their abusers. Not recognizing the difference can cause needless conflict within a
community.
Studying the history of a century past will help us understand the present, as an important
struggle is again upon us with the mass exodus of families from conflict zones in the present
day. While some may say this is history repeating itself, it may have been better summarized by
author William Faulkner’s observation, “The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”
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Sources:
Photos: Ron Thoreson, Church in winter, courtesy Tom and Jean Sideroff; cross views, courtesy of Jenny Nasedkin
All This Shall Pass, Polly Elder, and family assistance gratefully acknowledged
Inscription translation: members, Omniglot online language resource community
Glen Bowe: photographer, researcher, and blog author: A Very Unusual Church, with listed references within the
blog post, and photos with watermark identification

